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OVERVIEW
The Organization for Responsible Governance
(ORG), toward it's mission to develop
innovative approaches of Education Reform,
hosted the first
National Playdate on
Saturday February 29th, 2020 at Edmund
Moxey Park, Blue Hill Road, Nassau, Bahamas.
The National Playdate is one of three ORG
Early Childhood initiatives designed to improve
access and attention to development and
learning in the first 1000 days of a child’s life.
This program uses parent engagement and
involvement as the driver of improved long
term outcomes for students beginning in the
pre-primary years. Research identifies parent
engagement/involvement as significant factor
which impacts student academic success – a
factor which has implications for the country’s
economic predictions, crime rates and labor
market opportunities.
The event, held in collaboration with the Early
Childhood
Section
of
the
Ministry
of Education, was facilitated with support
and donations from D’albenas Agency, Ltd.,
Burns
House
and
Vitamalt,
Dairy
Queen, Aquapure, Fidelity Bank, and other
private donors.

"Alligator", Repeat-after-me song
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The event opened with, “Alligator”, a repeatafter-me song modelling use of physical
movement to engage children. An ice breaker
followed having the group introduce
themselves using adjectives which began with
the same letter or sound of their own name,
encouraging the use of games to facilitate
creative thinking and positive self
identification.
Fidelity Bank's Shenell Gibson then offered
tips on money management for both children
and adults. Next the group engaged in a game
of “Tail Touch Tag” demonstrating the power
of play in parenting. After a snack and water
break, a story and craft session commenced led
by Storyella and Elle Rhodriguez , Thalia
Roberston, and Ferdilla Isma-Dareus from the
Minsitry of Education 's Early
Childhood Education Section .The event
wrapped up with a Book Giveaway and cake
cutting commemorating the event.
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The event was well received and enjoyed
by all in attendance. Parents openly and
actively participated in games. Some
parents indicated initial discomfort
in engaging in "child's play", but were
encouraged to participate at their own
levels of comfort. In the end, the program
had full participation and involvement of
all in attendance. Teachers who
volunteered part of their weekend to
attend expressed pleasure in their
decision to participate.
The ORG team was able to offer
information and resources about how to
access free preschool enrollment for a
caregiver in attendance . There were a
number of inquiries by both adults and
children about the next playdate event -scheduled for May 2020.
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PLANNING
AND DATA
COLLECTION
One hundred twenty parents of young
children were invited to participate. The
invitations were distributed through
six preschools in proximity to the event
location
–
Stephen
Dillet
,
Naomi
Blatch,
Coconut
Grove,
Headstart, Loving Angels, and Bahamas
Holy Bible preschools. As this was a
launch event, the responsiveness of
parents to such an initiative as well as
the level of parent engagement with the
group of schools were unknown. As
such the attendance at this event was
difficult to anticipate. As knowledge of
the National Playdates grows within the
community and school systems a
broader recruitment strategy can be
employed with usage of traditional and
social
media
advertising
and
community outreach.

6
Number of
participating
preschools

Sixty surveys to determine parent prior
experience with play and identify areas
for need and support. were distributed
to each participating school. Twenty
seven responses were were received
from 5 schools. Surveys from Loving
Angels Preschool were unable to be
recovered. The data
collected were summarized.

Chart 1: Family areas for support
One hundred percent of the
respondents were parents of children
enrolled in the schools. 85% of the
parents had between one and three
children. The largest percentage, 37%,
had one child.
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Sixty-seven percent (67%) of respondents
were familiar with the term “playdate”, but
only 41% of them had participated in on
before. Eighty-five percent (85%) of
parents indicated an interest in becoming
a part of a parent social and support
community.
96% of the parents indicated areas in
which they desired support and
resources. At least 40% of parents wanted
support in helping with homework
and understanding their child/children’s
stages of development. At least 20% of
parents wanted resources for money
management, learning challenges, food and
diet, fitness and health, and single-parent
homes. Twenty-six percent (26%) of
parents identified as having at least three
areas in which they desired support.
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85%
Interested in become a part
of a parenting social and
support community

Major areas of
needed support

52%

Help with homework

44%
Understanding child
development

33%

Money management/
Budgeting

33%
Fitness and health
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This data reinforces the vital need and desire in The Bahamas for programs that bring parents
together to build paernt communities and offer them resources and modelled behaviors to
empower them to address common adversities .
Storytime with Storyella: "Duck on a Bike"
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Next Steps...
The first National Playdate offered an
event which models and offers opportunity
for parent engagement and empowerment.
ORG wishes to enhance and expand future
Modelling events with educational and
support
materials
distributed
via
participating schools monthly and offered
publicly online and in print.

Materials will include:
Songs
Family activity suggestions
Stories
An online parent group/forum
Quarterly Online Newsletter
Partnership goals :
Increased, deeper and long-term
partnerships are needed for:
Refreshments
Activities
Speakers
Venues and seating
Book and toy donations
New partnerships are needed to:
Print, publish and distribute parent
support materials
Develop content for distribution
The National Playdate program strives to improve parent attachment, engagement, and
involvement and child development outcomes beginning in the earliest years for significant and
sustainable impact on both academic and social outcomes. Early Childhood Development is
recognized as bringing the greatest return on social and economic investment and as the most
efficient and effective strategy to reach early and formative learning goals. Public and private
partners are encouraged to join ORG n this national investment in the future of The Bahamas .
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